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More than a faucet

Tiaara is a unique combination of effortless 
functionality within a stunning form. Designed like a 
piece of jewellery with echoing ovals, it is a faucet 
that brings a unique sculptural quality to a 
commonplace function and elevates its usage into 
a memorable experience.

Tiaara. Jewellery for the bathroom.



Designed by Michael Foley

“The attempt was to build a powerful metaphor to 
experience design, abstracting functionality into a 
simple act - elevating conventional usage into 
something unique and desirable.“



“Tiaara is a perfect balance of handcrafted and 
machine made processes. Its segmented 
assemblies allow for ease of manufacture and 
access to refined hand polishing of every surface.”



A loop to go with the flow

The position of the Tiaara's inner loop determines 
the temperature of water and the amount that 
flows. A simple arc of movement provides every 
flow rate and temperature needed.



Usage made desirable

Redefining the method of dispensing water, 
Tiaara's lever is an integral part of the faucet, and 
intuitive to hold and swing out.



To provide a consistent aesthetic for the entire bathroom, 
Tiaara is available in a complete ensemble that carries its 
silhouette across other fixtures for the bathroom.

A complete ensemble 



Tiaara Bath Filler



Tiaara Rainjoy Shower 
with Chromotherapy 



Tiaara Thermatik Diverter



TIA-CHR-73011B 
Basin Mixer without popup waste system, with 
450mm Long Braided Hoses

TIS-WHT-0531
Table Top Basin



TIA-CHR-73681N
Concealed Thermostat Bath and Shower Mixer

TIA-CHR-73685N
Concealed Thermostat with Control Unit for 
4 outlets and Integrated Shut-off Valve

TIA-CHR-73683N
Concealed Thermostat with Control Unit for 
3 outlets and Integrated Shut-off Valve

TIA-CHR-73687N
Concealed Thermostat with Control Unit for 
5 outlets and Integrated Shut-off Valve

SPT-CHR-73429
Tiaara Bathtub Spout with Wall Flange



SPT-CHR-73463
Tiaara Bathtub Spout with Button Attachment 
for hand shower with Wall Flange

TIA-CHR-73859SH
Tiaara Rainjoy 600X350mm AISI 304 stainless steel in chrome finish with RGB LED Lights
Remote Control, without installation kit for false ceiling
• Chromotherapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,      
   connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
• 2 Functions: Rain, 4 X Mist 

 and 

TIA-CHR-73859BR
False Ceiling Installation Kit for Tiaara Rainjoy 600X350mm consisting of 1 Bracket, 
4 Anchors, 4 Stud bolts, 12 Hex nuts (Compatible with TIA-CHR-73859SH)



Crowned with accolades

With prestigious, international and Indian design 
awards to its name, Tiaara spotlights whata brand 
like Artize is capable of – a design thinking, a 
manufacturing capability and a user experience 
equal to the best in the world.






